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Inside every culprit, there is a victim crying for 

help. That person is also a victim of ignorance, 

small-mindedness and lack of awareness. It’s 

the stress, lack of broad vision about life, lack of 

understanding, and bad communication that leads 

to violence in society. 

— Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, IAHV Founder

www.prisonsmart.org

International Association For Human Values (IAHV) is an international humanitarian and educational non-governmental or-
ganization that works in special consultative status with the Economic, Social and Cultural Council (ECOSOC) of the United 
Nations. The Association partners with governments, educational institutions, other NGOs, corporations, businesses and indi-
viduals, to develop and promote programs of personal development to encourage the practice of human values, and has been 
awarded “the Best In America” certification seal of excellence by the Independent Charities of America. 

IAHV along with its sister organization, Art of Living Foundation, has reached over 20 million people in over 143 countries 
from all walks of life, with a variety of committees and activities related to conflict resolution and health. IAHV is known for its 
low overheads and strong organizational capacity to develop and promote programs of personal development.



International Association for Human Values (IAHV) Prison 
SMART serves the entire criminal justice community: incarcer-
ated adults, juveniles and their families; ex-offenders; victims 
of violence and crime; correctional officers and law enforce-
ment administrators. Since its inception in the United States 
in 1992, over 10,000 inmates, correctional officers and law 
enforcement staff have experienced the benefits of the pro-
gram. In India the program has been taught in 100 prisons to 
120,000 inmates. In recent years many other countries have 
adopted the program helping thousands more individuals.

Mission Statement

The mission of IAHV Prison SMART is to make a life-trans-
forming difference in the lives of all people working in, or in-
carcerated within, the criminal justice system by teaching skills 
for reducing stress, healing trauma, and providing practical 
knowledge of how to handle one’s emotions, to help them 
live their highest potential and contribute in a positive way to 
society. 

IAHV Prison SMART teaches practical skills that begin to pro-
duce results from the very first session. The program uses 
advanced breathing practices that create dynamic cleansing 
effects on the body and mind. Participants learn how to use 
their own breath to gain relief from the accumulated effects of 
stress and negative emotions.

As a result of the program, participants begin to reduce and man-
age stress in their lives. They sleep better, think more clearly, and 
begin to take responsibility for their actions. By handling stressful 
situations better, they gain confidence in their ability to have self-
control and make positive changes in their behavior.

Course participants report:

• NORMALIzEd SLEEP PATTERNS

• REdUCEd dEPRESSION & ANxIETy

• INCREASEd CONFIdENCE IN HAVING SELF-CONTROL

• INCREASEd ENERGy & CLARITy OF MINd

• INCREASEd RESILIENCE TO dAILy STRESSORS OF LIFE

• dECREASEd INTERPERSONAL CONFLICT

• dECREASEd ENGAGING IN dESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR

• IMPROVEd IMMUNITy & PHySICAL wELL-BEING

• FREEdOM FROM TRAUMATIC SCARS OF THE PAST

• GREATER POSITIVE OUTLOOk ON THE FUTURE

• dECREASEd APATHy & LETHARGy

Prison SMART 
Stress Management And Rehabilitation Training
32 Countries, 16 Years, 350,000 Benefited

First US Prison SMART course 1993 



The Challenge:
The prison population has overwhelmed the corrections sys-
tem and is fueled by repeat offenders. Ex-offenders find that 
freedom from the impact of incarceration does not end at 
the moment of release. Many will recidivate within a year of 
release. Families of the incarcerated are also ‘doing time.’ 
The burden can be crippling. Law enforcement officers are 
the first line of defense in dangerous and life-threatening cir-
cumstances. Prison staff, on a daily basis, work under incred-
ibly stressful and dangerous conditions. Communities suffer 
a wide range of effects – 90% of all incarcerated individuals 
will someday be released into neighborhood communities.

The Program:
IAHV Prison SMART is adaptable to serve the needs of in-
stitutions, justice departments, and social work agencies. we 
work in tandem with probation departments, family and juve-
nile court systems, administrators and correctional officers of 
penal institutions. we form strategic alliances with social ser-
vice agencies and organizations whose clientele deal with the 
aftermath of crime and violence to offer tools that alleviate the 
experience of trauma.

IAHV Prison SMART teaches advanced breathing practices 
that create dynamic cleansing effects on the body and mind. 
Participants learn how to use their breath to gain relief from 
the accumulated effects of stress and negative emotions. The 
program also teaches practical life skills that enable par-
ticipants to accept responsibility for their past actions and to 
handle future conflict and stressful situations successfully.  

Ideally the program becomes a partner with the institution/
agency as the stress and anger management component of the 
facility.

The cornerstone of the program is a breathing technique called 
Sudarshan kriya.  This unique practice transforms overpower-
ing emotions and restores calm and alertness. It becomes a 
no-cost, self-empowering tool individuals can use anywhere, 
anytime. The course also includes practical life-skills training 
to help participants become more aware, and more in-charge, 
of unhealthy mental habit patterns.

Our Proposal:
Trained instructors deliver the course in approximately 18 hours, 
spread out over 6-8 days. Participants learn a personal practice 
that can be used on their own daily to further establish the 
benefits. Participants are supported in continuing the practices 
through weekly follow-up sessions that reinforce what has been 
learned so that they get the maximum benefit. 

Ideally the program becomes a partner with the institution/
agency as a stress and anger management component of the 
facility. The program is cost-effective and, with regular practice, 
its benefits are sustainable.

Prison SMART is progressive, practical and result-oriented; 
providing compassionate, innovative and effective solutions to 
breaking the cycles of violence and tackling escalating global 
crime rates. Most importantly, it offers inmates the opportunity 
of genuine rehabilitation and re-integration into society. 

“The [Prison SMART] Program successfully brings ideas and techniques for self-exploration and growth to those disenfranchised people who 
need it the most. Our inmates benefited greatly from the breathing techniques and found that the relaxed state of mind it gave them did in 
fact put them more in control of themselves and less subject to the thousand daily provocations inherent in prison life. They were inclined 
to take more responsibility for their own lives and were less prone to act out and project anger. They felt good that such a powerful tool is 
totally within their own control and as close to them as their own breath.” 

Peter A. Roemer, M.D., Psychiatrist, Department of Corrections Maximum Security Facility
District of Columbia



Prison SMART is offered to:
Inmates, Ex-inmates, Half-way Houses,  
Parole or Probation 
IAHV Prison SMART sponsors and facilitates progressive stress 
management programs for prisoners and individuals on parole 
and probation. These courses incorporate techniques to curb the 
use of violence and drugs within this population. The program 
also educates the participants in understanding the dynamics of 
the mind and emotions, and teaches them how to let go of re-
grets from the past and feelings of revenge. Programs have been 
offered to more than 3,000 participants in the United States. 
Benefits include increased self-esteem, practical conflict resolu-
tion, alternatives to violent behavior, enhancement of Twelve-Step 
recovery work and personal counseling for drug dependence. 

Juvenile Justice Programs
Children and young adults are important to society; they are 
seeds of the future. Prison SMART recognizes their spe-

cial needs and offers youth enrichment programs and self- 
esteem building/reinforcement programs especially designed 
for incarcerated teens.   

Victims of Crime
Prison SMART also addresses specific needs of the victims of crime 
and supports them in their own personal recovery.  Many victims 
of crime experience post-traumatic stress from past events. The 
program increases self confidence and eliminates anxiety, relieves 
depression and facilitates restful sleep. 

Corrections Staff/Law Enforcement 
Prison SMART acknowledges the broad spectrum of needs 
within the criminal justice system and offers stress manage-
ment techniques that train law enforcement/correctional offi-
cers and staff to dissolve job-related stress, along with criminal 
justice professionals, law enforcement officers, prison officials 
and administrators. 



Study: The subjects were ages 13–18, and they were 707B 
offenders of violent crimes with deadly weapon, murder, rape, 
armed robbery, and terrorizing threats against others.

The course was taught over a period of one week for about 20–
25 hours. These courses took place between January and April of 
2001, with post-testing approximately eight weeks after instruc-
tion. Follow-up consisted of one-half hour of guided meditation 
and the breathing techniques taught on the course, conducted at 
bedtime three times a week.

Results: The result of this study showed a significant decrease 
in anxiety in every course, except one that had four participants. 
This would indicate that the course was successful with a variety 
of group sizes and a variety of teachers. Overall the numbers 
show that the decrease was statistically significant at the .004 
level. This would lead one to the conclusion that in our population 
that the Sudarshan kriya and Street Lights Program decreased 
anxiety, that in turn led to the decrease in anger, fear, and reac-
tive behaviors that were previously reported. Number of minors 
in incident reports decreased significantly within the four-month 
period that these courses were taught. Staff reported there were 

no night-time disturbances on the evenings that the Sudarshan 
kriya and meditations were conducted. These results were in 
spite of a change of director, a massive changeover in staffing, 
and significant deficits in staffing ratios during this time period. 
All of which are understood to increase the anxiety level of the 
detainees and affect the level of security.

due to the success of the program, the directors from five other 
camps at Challenger Memorial youth Center, where this program 
was being conducted, had all requested that this program be put 
into their camps. Further studies on larger numbers of subjects, 
with controls, are needed to confirm these findings.

“Wards who entered camp with their hard, angry composures 
and delinquent attitudes were transformed by the end of one 
week into happy, smiling youngsters. . . . In the 33 years of my 
probation experience I have never seen such responses.”

— William Richardson, Former Director of Los Angeles 
County V.A.P. Anger Management Program, Camp Michael
 Smith, Camp Francis Scobee, Lancaster, CA

Anxiety Study at Lancaster Violence Alternative Program 
LA County Probation Camp for Violent youth Offenders  | January to June 2001
By Verna Suarez, M.S., MFT President of Los Angeles Association Of School Psychologists



Medical Summaries of Sudarshan kriya  
One of the most comprehensive breathing techniques taught by the International Association for Human Values is Sudarshan 
kriya (Sk). Sudarshan kriya is understood to use specific rhythms of breath to eliminate stress, support the various organs and 
systems within the body, transform overpowering emotions, and restore peace of mind.  

Following is a summary of some key findings independently investigated by modern medical science at hospitals and research institutions.

Independent research has shown that Sudarshan kriya and accompanying practices significantly:
► REdUCE LEVELS OF STRESS (REdUCES CORTISOL – THE “STRESS” HORMONE)

► BENEFIT THE IMMUNE SySTEM

► REdUCE CHOLESTEROL

► RELIEVE ANxIETy & dEPRESSION (MILd, MOdERATE & SEVERE)

► ENHANCE BRAIN FUNCTION (INCREASES MENTAL FOCUS, CALMNESS & RECOVERy FROM STRESSFUL STIMULI)

► ENHANCE HEALTH, wELL-BEING & PEACE OF MINd

Conclusions

The subjective reports of increased health, vitality, well-being, and peace of mind by thousands of Sk&P practitioners are con-
sistent with research findings to date, which suggest an overall strengthening of the mind/body system. EEG, blood cortisol, and 
lactate levels reflect a state of relaxation, yet alertness. Significant increases in Nk cells and antioxidant enzymes suggest that 
regular practice may help prevent many serious diseases. decreases in cholesterol may prevent cardiac disease, and depression is 
quickly alleviated in a high percentage of individuals. Even though further studies are needed, these findings point to the power-
ful health restoration and promotion effects of these time-honored practices. The significant further fall in serum cortisol levels, 
during and following Sk&P, among beginning and regular practitioners, suggests that regular practice of Sk&P progressively 
develops greater levels of both relaxation and resilience to stress. 

EEG-beta wave mea-
sures, indicating in-
creased alertness.

Decreased Lactate  
(an indicator of tension and 
stress)



Feedback from Correctional Staff 
Inmates are often given to 
sudden, impulsive displays of 
anger, and it is a tremendous help 
to themselves and staff when, 
instead of exploding in rage, they 
can implement a simple and 
effective method of relaxation. In 
addition, the men are continuously 
encouraged to improve themselves 
and to bring about a change in their 
lives. I offer full endorsement of this 
program.

Officer John Mitchell  
Barnstable County Jail &  
House of Correction

It has long been my belief that all 
correctional personnel must find a 
creative way of limiting the effects 
of stress on their lives.  Stress 
from day-to-day living, coupled 
with their workplace stress, takes 
an unrecognized toll on them.  
The breathing techniques have 
made my life better in ways you 
cannot imagine. Concentration 
is back; frustration is down.  My 
home life has gotten better.  I have 
recommended the program to 
everyone I come in contact with 
at work.

 James L Greathouse,  
Correctional Officer IV 
West Virginia Division of Corrections

The program is an enlightening 
experience, offering a refreshing 
change from usual curricula which 
attempt to educate from looking 
‘outside in’.  This program does 
just the opposite: empowering 
individuals to seek understanding 
within themselves first, giving rise 
to an opportunistic perspective 
on life. The simple, yet profound 
breathing exercises of this ancient 
art demonstrated nothing less than 
a spiritual awakening for many of 
the participants. Seeing with my own 
eyes, the effectiveness of helping 
individuals gain insight into stress, 
conflict, anger, as well as a sense of 
well-being, has made me a believer.

Scott J. Eiliff, Program Coordinator 
Madison County, Illinois

The role of police officer is one of 
the most intensely demanding and 
challenging in the arena of public 
service. The accruing stress of this 
profession frequently impacts the 
physical and emotional health. I 
took the program to learn some 
personal stress management tools 
to support me in my role as Chief of 
the Metropolitan Police Department 
of the District of Columbia. The 
techniques are simple, powerful 
and effective.

  Charles H. Ramsey  
Chief of Police, 
District of Columbia



Inmate Participants Experiences
Danny: I relax more and can sleep 
sounder. For relationships: I learn 
to talk to people different. I’m not 
under stress as much as I was. 
I can comprehend things better. 
Better feeling about myself. I can 
rest more fittly. Most definitely 
recommend to other people. Other 
Comments: Calms your temper 
when talking to other people.

Adult Male: You have touched 
my life with something that I will 
always put to use. These exercises 
will make my life more joyful and 
stress free always. [Prison SMART] 
will help me in my everyday life for 
the rest of my life, and will help my 
family through me. This class should 
be mandatory for all inmates.

Robella: I wanna thank you guys 
for helping me relax and relate to 
my creator more than before. First 
I would sleep but now I’ve learned 
to relax w/o sleeping. I’ve learned 
things I didn’t know about people. I 
believe in myself and goals. 

Felicia: This has been a blessing. 
It’s gets you to actually deal with 
yourself and it teaches you to 
forgive yourself and others from 
your past so that you can move on. 
I can express my feelings better. 
Ability to be calm improved by 
realizing that things don’t always 
be directed at me. I’m able to break 
through walls that I had created for 
years and deal with the pain that 
I’d held on to for so long. 

Kimberly: This breathing technique 
is slow but surely taking out of me 
all the pain that I have been using 
drugs/alcohol to cover up. Helped 
me being able to just take one 
day at a time and live it without 
constantly looking back and 
jumping ahead. Living in the now. 
Giving now. I do the breathing in 
the morning/evening. Twice daily. 
My days start and end peacefully 
and I try to spread this peace. 
I don’t seem to anger anymore 
or get upset. I’m a rock that the 
waves crash on not a sand castle 
that will wash away.

Warren: Sleep knowing that I can 
rest peaceful. Ability to be calm 
with a quiet peace. Able to focus 
better on myself. Builder block 
of confidence. Need to apply this 
technique when I get home and to 
help more help.

Michael: Sleep came a bit easier. 
Ability to be calm has improved. 
Ability improved to let other 
people’s indiscretions pass more 
with less affect on me. I one is 
inclined to blame others for their 
actions, this course will help me to 
let that go.

Raynell: Helps me keep my cool 
in the mist of chaos. This is an 
experience everyone should try. 



US Program Participants (partial listing)

SwEENEy yOUTH HOMES (PILOT), SANTA BARBARA, CA

LOS ANGELES PROBATION dEPARTMENT, CA

VIOLENCE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM, CHALLENGER MEMORIAL yOUTH CENTER, LANCASTER, CA

COCONINO COUNTy dETENTION FACILITy, FLAGSTAFF, Az

yUBA-SUTTER JUVENILE dETENTION HALL, CA

ALLEGHENy COUNTy JAIL, PITTSBURGH, PA

CAMP MAxINE SINGER, MARySVILLE, CA 

yFRC SANTA ANA, CA

yFRC ANAHEIM, CA

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION JAIL ANd CAMP, ENGLEwOOd, CO

FCI FEdERAL CORRECTIONS, ENGLEwOOd, CO

BROwARd CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, PEMBROkE PINES, FL 

HAwAII dEPT OF PUBLIC SAFETy, OAHU, HI

BARNSTABLE COUNTy JAIL, MA

BARNSTABLE COUNTy SHERIFF’S dEPARTMENT, MA

HOGARES ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL, ALBUqUERqUE, NM

JUVENILE dRUG REHAB, ALBUqUERqUE, NM

NEPRC, CLEVELANd, OH

GRAFTON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE, GRAFTON, OH

OHIO REFORMATORy FOR wOMEN, MERRySVILLE, OH

OREGON STATE PENITENTIARy SALEM, OR

COFFEE CREEk CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE, wILSONVILLE, OR

COLUMBIA RIVER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE, PORTLANd, OR

NORTHERN REGIONAL JAIL ANd CORRECTION CENTER, MOUNdSVILLE, wV

dISTRICT OF COLUMBIA dEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, LORTON, VA 

METROPOLITAN POLICE dEPARTMENT, wASHINGTON d.C. 

ORLEANS PARISH PRISONS, NEw ORLEANS, LA

BRIdGE HOUSE d&A RECOVERy CENTER, NEw ORLEANS, LA

RENEwAL CORRECTIONS, PITTSBURGH, PA

LANSING CORRECTIONAL FACILITy, kS

TERREBONNE PARISH JUVENILE dETENTION CENTER, HOUMA, LA

Participating Countries

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

BRAzIL

BULGARIA

CAMEROON

CROATIA

dENMARk

dUBAI

FRANCE  

GERMANy

ISRAEL

INdIA

kENyA

kOSOVO

LITHUANIA

NAMIBIA

NEPAL

NEw zEALANd

NORwAy

RUSSIA

SIBERIA

SINGAPORE 

SLOVENIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN 

SCOTLANd

TAIwAN 

THAILANd

UNITEd kINGdOM ANd GUERNSEy

UNITEd ARAB EMIRATES



Yoga Instructor Brings Teaching to Ontario Prison | Nicole Tomlinson, CTV.ca News
A week and a half  ago, Mark Fry ventured, heart 
racing, into a prison common room full of  inmates 
-- and no guards. The IAHV yoga instructor was 
greeted by the sight of  21 men sitting on the con-
crete floor of  the St. Lawrence Valley Correctional 
and Treatment Centre in Brockville, Ont. 

The residents were poised on bedding they carried 
in from their cells. Yoga mats, Fry said, are hard to 
come by in prison. “The inmates washed and swept 
the floor, and set the whole room up,” Fry said. 
“Then they all brought their sheets in, and were 
just sitting there.” 

Prison nurses, who Fry said laughed at the 
program, looked into the room through a bubbled 
window, wondering how the “kooky” encounter 
would play out.  “They thought it was the stupidest 
thing they’ve ever heard of  in their lives,” Fry said. 

Active in over 32 Countries worlwide, Prison SMART  
Continues to Expand Its Rehabilitation Efforts.

Prison SMART world wide

Effectiveness Study IAHV Prison Courses in Taiwan Feb. – Nov. 2005
No. of Inmates in Survey: 604 | Summary of Research Table:

Parameters A: Much Better B: Better A+B C: No Change D: No Comment  Grand Total

Quality of Sleeping 138 (23%) 363(60%) 501(83%) 69(11%) 34(6%) 604 (100%)

Clarity in mind 172(28%) 355(59%) 527(87%) 38(7%) 39(6%) 604 (100%)

Physical Strength 168(28%) 331(55%) 499(83%) 67(11%) 37(6%) 603 (100%)*

Emotional Stability 
Calmer_Mind

195(32%) 326(54%) 521(86%) 49(8%) 34(6%) 604 (100%)

Health Status 144(24%) 342(56%) 486(81%) 60(10%) 57(10%) 603 (100%)*

Parameters A: Much Less B: Less A+B C: No Change D: NO Comment  Grand Total

Emotion of Anger 211(35%) 306(51%) 517(86%) 25(4%) 62(10%) 604 (100%)

Emotion of Fear 196(32%) 295(49%) 491(81%) 37(6%) 76(13%) 604 (100%)

Depression 222(37%) 276(46%) 498(82%) 44(7%) 62(10%) 604 (100%)

Taiwan IAHV Prison SMART
Through the introduction of Taiwan After-care Asso-
ciation, the IAHV Prison SMART was brought to the 
Taipei Tu-Chen detention Center starting in March 
2004. Up to November 2005, more than 1000 
prisoners n have benefited from this program. It is 
now conducted regularly in Taipei Tu-Chen detention 
Center and Taichung detention Center. 

The course happens once every month in Taipei de-
tention Center, with about 60 inmates in each course, 
while in Taichung detention Center, there is a course 
once every two months with about 100 inmates in 
each course.



iAHV national center
 2401 15th street nW, Washington, dc, 20009

sTArT Prison sMArT in your AreA: 
888-673-8999 | www.prisonsmart.org  

 

Prison s.M.A.r.T.
Stress Management and Rehabilitation Training


